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ABSTRACT: One of the crucial steps for the conversion of CO2
into polymers is the catalytic formate to oxalate coupling reaction
(FOCR). Formate can be obtained from the (electro)catalytic
reduction of CO2, while oxalate can be further processed toward
building blocks for modern plastics. In its 175 year history, multiple
parameters for the FOCR have been suggested to be of importance.
Yet, no comprehensive understanding considering all those
parameters is available. Hence, we aim to assess the relative impact
of all those parameters and deduce the optimal reaction conditions
for the FOCR. We follow a systematic two-stage approach in which
we first evaluate the most suitable categorical variables of catalyst,
potential poisons, and reaction atmospheres. In the second stage, we
evaluate the impact of the continuous variables temperature,
reaction time, catalyst loading, and active gas removal within previously proposed ranges, using a response surface modeling
methodology. We found KOH to be the most suitable catalyst, and it allows yields of up to 93%. Water was found to be the strongest
poison, and its efficient removal increased oxalate yields by 35%. The most promising reaction atmosphere is hydrogen, with the
added benefit of being equal to the gas produced in the reaction. The temperature has the highest impact on the reaction, followed
by reaction time and purge rates. We found no significant impact of catalyst loading on the reaction within the ranges reported
previously. This research provides a clear and concise multiparameter optimization of the FOCR and provides insight into the
reaction cascade involving the formation and decomposition of oxalates from formate.

KEYWORDS: CO2 utilization, Oxalate production, Formate to oxalate coupling reaction, Design of experiments, DoE,
Response surface modeling, RSM

■ INTRODUCTION

The coupling of formate molecules to oxalate was an important
commercial source once for the production of multicarbon
compounds until the advent of petrochemical routes.1−3 The
reaction consists of the C−C coupling of two alkali metal
formate molecules to form oxalate and hydrogen. Today we are
searching for ways to reduce CO2 emissions and atmospheric
CO2 concentrations to prevent adverse effects on our
ecosystems.4−8 Using CO2 as an industrial feedstock has the
added benefits of low or even negative cost and high
abundance.9−11 Carbon capture and utilization processes are
most suitable to live up to this task and are widely developed
by academia and industry.7,8,12−20 With the advent of new
routes of sustainable carbon compounds starting from CO2,
formate coupling is increasingly important. One example is the
European Horizon 2020 project “OCEAN” in which we
develop a continuous process from CO2 to polymers.21 In
Figure 1 the full reaction cascade of the OCEAN project is
shown: In the first step, CO2 undergoes electrochemical
conversion to formate salt. Our research focuses on the
electrochemical reduction of CO2 to formate and to CO, both

of which do not require hydrogen and elevated temper-
atures.22,23 As formate and CO can both be obtained via a two-
electron electrochemical reduction of CO2, the electrochemical
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Figure 1. OCEAN process for CO2 utilization via (i) electrochemical
reduction to formate, (ii) thermal formate coupling to oxalate, (iii)
electrochemical oxalate acidification, (iv) thermocatalytic reduction of
oxalic acid to glycolic acid, and (v) polymer production from oxalic
acid and its derivatives.
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production of formate from CO2 aligns well with the ambition
to use CO2 as a renewable C1 feedstock.24,25 The formate can
be effectively recovered from the solution by a combination of
evaporation and cooling crystallization. In the second step,
these formates are catalytically coupled to oxalate in the
formate coupling reaction (FOCR), which is the subject of this
paper. Formate is then acidified to oxalic acid in the third step.
The fourth step of the technology targets the derivatization of
oxalic acid to esters or its conversion to produce monomers
such as glycolic acid. In the fifth (and final) step, we investigate
new high-performing polymers from these CO2-based
monomers.26−29 Polymers can be especially interesting as
they allow for long-term storage of sequestered CO2 in
materials.9,10 CO2-based chemicals such as oxalic acid will
become new platform chemicals for a wide range of
downstream products such as monoethylene glycol (MEG),
glycolic acid, and glyoxylic acid that all can be obtained from
oxalic acid in various sustainable routes.26,30

The formate to oxalate coupling reaction (FOCR) is
influenced by many factors and has been intensively studied
since the 19th century for industrial and scientific interests.
From the beginning of the 20th century until the 1930s, nine
patents were published about the reactor and the reaction
conditions for industrial use.31−40 The reaction kinetics and
the process optimization were studied extensively by Freidlin
between 1937 and 1941, resulting in at least 14 publications
covering this particular reaction.41−52 The different gaseous
and solid products from thermal decomposition of formate
have been studied by Shishido and Goŕski in the period 1970−
1990.53−58 In the past 10 years, interest has sparked with new
patents and studies on new reactor configurations and novel
mechanistic studies.59−66 Most recently, we showed that using
superbases as catalysts can dramatically reduce the required
reaction temperature and time while simultaneously increasing
the oxalate yield.65

The desired reaction in the FOCR is the formation of
oxalate and hydrogen from two formate molecules (eq 1).

Formates are salts of formic acid with metals as counterions,
such as alkali, transition, and second-row metals. The formate
decomposition temperature and resulting products depend on
their metal counterion. All formate salts decompose at high
temperatures above 450 °C to carbonates, metal oxides, or
metals but only rarely to the desired oxalate. Only alkali metal
formates favor the formation of oxalate. Sodium and potassium
formates are most commonly used for the FOCR. They give
higher oxalate yields at lower temperatures in comparison to
lithium, rubidium, and cesium formates. The main side
product in the FOCR is the formation of carbonate, which
was suggested to be derived from formate directly (eq 2) or by
the subsequent decomposition of oxalate (eq 3).

Several different reaction mechanisms have been suggested
for the formate coupling reactions over the years and are
discussed in detail in our recent perspective ar-

ticle.44,56,58,64,67−69 The reaction is catalyzed by bases, which
increase the likeliness of the formation of the carbonite
intermediate which is crucial for the coupling reaction to
occur.46,47 The stronger the base, the higher its capability to
abstract the proton from the formate, which initiates the
reaction, allowing operation at lower temperature and resulting
in higher selectivity.64

However, the basicity of the catalyst is not the only
parameter that influences the reaction. To improve the
industrial process of oxalate production, it is essential to
know and understand the ideal reaction conditions and
parameters for the FOCR. During our studies, we have
identified several factors. However, the reported values for the
optimized parameters differ significantly depending on the
used reactor configuration and often contradict another, both
in optimal values and even in the nature of influence: positive
or negative. In our recent perspective paper, we provide a
comprehensive overview and discussion of previously proposed
factors influencing the formation of oxalates from metal
formates as shown in Figure 2.69 To this day, no systematic
approach has been used to comprehensively investigate these
parameters as well as their interdependency. In this research,
we aim to provide a complete overview of potential factors
reported in previous literature, and we will estimate their
importance and interdependency. As this work is part of the
OCEAN project, we only tested reaction parameters for
potassium formate due to its suitability as a counterion in the
electrochemical conversion process of CO2 to formate.29

As we will focus on potassium formate, being the product
produced in the electrocatalytic CO2 reduction, we explore the
remaining five pillars from Figure 2: heating, atmosphere,
catalysts, poisons, and reaction time. These groups contain
categorial factors such as atmosphere or choice of catalyst and
continuous numerical factors such as temperature or reaction
time. Previously, several parameters were systematically
evaluated, but in other instances, these were just resulting
from the reactor designs or the purities of the used reactants.
Reaction temperatures and times fall in the first category, and
these have been tested deliberately while the flow rate of gas,
or the absence thereof, was mostly a result of the experimental
setup and reactor design. Our goal is therefore to create a
comprehensive understanding of the impact and optimal values
of each parameter as well as to uncover interactions between
them. We focus hereby on factors that were reported to lead to
the formation of oxalate and are relevant today. This led to the
exclusion of poisonous and dangerous catalyst systems such as
alkali metal amalgams or expensive and scarce platinum as the
reactor material of construction. While we cover the full range
of previously reported reaction temperatures, catalyst loadings,
and a wide range of purge flows, we restricted ourselves to
reaction times up to 60 min. The main reason for this is the
undesirability of long reaction times for continuous reactor
designs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We approach this evaluation in two stages as illustrated in
Figure 3. First, we identify the impact of categorical factors and
identify the best catalyst, potential poisons, and most suitable
atmosphere. In the second stage, we evaluate the impact and
ideal range of the numerical factors using design of
experiments (DoE) and a response surface model (RSM).70

To be able to test all the parameters reported previously, we

2HCOOK K C O H(s,l) 2 2 4(s) 2(g)→ +
△

(1)

2HCOOK K CO CO H(s,l) 2 3(s) (g) 2(g)→ + + (2)

K C O K CO CO2 2 4(g) 2 3(s) (g)→ + (3)
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Figure 2. Parameters available and historically investigated for the FOCR, categorized in six pillars including the metal cation of formate, heating of
the reaction, reaction atmosphere, catalyst choice, potential poisons, and reaction time.

Figure 3. Two-stage approach to systematically assess the impact of factors relevant in the FOCR. In stage 1, categorial factors such as catalysts,
poisons, and atmospheres are tested for their suitability and potential impact. The best suitable combinations are then carried over to stage 2, in
which response surface models are created to identify the individual impact, interactions, and optimal values for each of the factors within the
ranges used before in the literature.
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purposely developed a reactor system that allowed for the
deliberate variation of all factors within the proposed ranges.
Catalyst. In the 175 year history of the FOCR, different

catalysts were proposed in the literature, and we tested them
under identical conditions. We did not include superbases and
alkali metals as we have tested them successfully, which was
reported in another publication.65 Each test was performed in
duplicate and in random order to ensure statistically relevant
results. For each catalyst, 5 wt % loading was used to convert
potassium formate in a nitrogen atmosphere with a flow of 25
mL/min (corresponding to 3.5 reactor volume exchanges/
min) at a temperature of 400 °C for 8 min. With potassium
hydroxide, we achieved by far the highest oxalate yield as
shown in Figure 4A. The oxalate yield without any catalyst is
below 20% due to an overall low conversion at this

temperature and reaction time. In our previous work, we
have shown that in the absence of catalyst higher temperatures
of up to 420−440 °C and longer reaction times of 150−200
min are required, yet only marginal yield gains up to 21%
oxalate yield could be achieved as carbonate formation is
favored at higher temperatures.65 The carbon balance,
conversion, and selectivity are shown in Figure S2. For the
other potential catalysts (glass, SiO2, iron, nickel, carbon,
potassium carbonate, potassium oxalate, and NaCl), the
conversion of formate is low. The selectivity toward oxalate
is below 50% for all of them, leading to oxalate yields below
20%, and we, therefore, conclude that they do not act as
catalysts. Water also does not act as a catalyst and even entirely
stops the FOCR. We introduced water in two ways: as liquid
added to the reaction mixture before heating and as steam
added to the nitrogen stream during the reaction. As a result of
both ways of water introduction, formate is converted mainly
to carbonate. The low carbon balance indicates further
reaction toward gaseous products as no undissolved solids
were observed. Among the proposed catalysts, KOH is the
most suitable catalyst for the FOCR. KOH as a catalyst favors
high conversion with 89% selectivity toward oxalate. Hence, we
decided to use KOH as a catalyst for the remaining tests.
Strictly speaking, KOH is not acting as a catalyst itself. We

recently proposed that hydride is the active species that is
formed in situ in an equilibrium reaction from hydroxide.69,71

We could prove this with high-resolution kinetic studies and
molecular dynamics calculations. The equilibrium can be
shifted toward the formation of hydride with the removal of
water from the reaction. The full reaction cycle, as shown in
Scheme 1, therefore starts with the in situ generation of
hydride. This then catalyzes the formation of the reactive
carbonite intermediate from formate, during which hydrogen is
released. This hydride mechanism was first proposed by
Lakkaraju et al., and we recently confirmed the important role
of carbonite with isotopic labeling studies and molecular
dynamics calculations.64,65 Carbonite then forms oxalate in a
nucleophilic attack on another formate. In the last step,
hydride is released and catalyzes a subsequent coupling
reaction.

Poisons. In the second step, we evaluated the effect of
potential poisons on the hydroxide catalyzed FOCR. We
restrict ourselves to the poisoning effects on the hydroxide
catalyzed reaction as this reaction shows clear benefits over the
uncatalyzed reactions. Poisons were reported to affect either
the overall formate conversion or the selectivity toward oxalate.
Especially the effect of metals used for the reactor material of
construction is of interest. The same conditions as in the first
design were chosen. All reactions were performed in duplicate
and in random order to ensure statistically relevant results. For
each reaction, KOH was used as a catalyst with a 5 wt %
loading, with respect to the reactant potassium formate. This
was done in a nitrogen atmosphere with a flow of 25 mL/min
(corresponding to 3.5 reactor volume exchanges/min) at a
temperature of 400 °C for 8 min. Each potential poison was
added at 5 wt % loading with respect to the reactant formate
salt. Water, silica, and carbon significantly influence the oxalate
yield as shown in Figure 4B. In Figure S3 we see that the
addition of water and dry silica strongly decreases the
conversion. The addition of carbon decreases the conversion
as well, and the selectivity shifts toward carbonate instead of
the targeted oxalate formation. The morphology of carbon and
silica could be causing these effects when added as a poison.

Figure 4. Oxalate yields achieved in the categorial tests to evaluate
(A) best catalyst at 5 wt % loading, (B) effect of potential poisons at 5
wt % in reactions catalyzed with 5 wt % hydroxide, and (C) different
atmospheres in a reaction catalyzed with 5 wt % hydroxide.
Temperature, gas flow, and reaction times were kept constant at
400 °C, 10 min, and 3.5 volume exchanges/min for all reactions.
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Both are puffy powders and therefore good insulators. The
heat supply is most likely hindered and therefore the apparent
reaction temperature is decreased, causing a lower conversion.
We cannot explain yet the increase in carbonate formation with
carbon as the poison. Potassium carbonate and potassium
oxalate have a small negative influence on the FOCR with
KOH when added as additives before the reaction. The
conversion of formate for reactions in which these two
compounds were added is similar, but the selectivity toward
oxalate decreased slightly. NaCl, glass, iron, and nickel do not
influence the selectivity of the FOCR with KOH. For NaCl
and glass, the conversion of formate is also not influenced.
However, iron and nickel increase the conversion of formate
and therefore lead to a higher oxalate yield. The carbon
balance is above 93% in all these reactions, and only a small
amount of carbon between 2 and 7% is lost during the
reaction. Water, silica, and carbon have a poisonous effect on
the FOCR. In our view, the strong poisoning effects of water
present a special challenge due to the hygroscopic nature of
both formate and hydroxide. Formate has gained its new
interest today due to new production routes from direct
electrochemical reduction of CO2. As formate is obtained as an
aqueous solution in this process, the need for absolute water
removal in the FOCR is especially noteworthy.
Suitable Reaction Atmospheres for the FOCR. The

production of equimolar amounts of hydrogen in the process is
often neglected, yet its harvest might improve the overall
process economics. Various atmospheres including carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, argon, hydrogen, air, and
steam have been proposed as suitable for or detrimental to the
reaction performance. We tested each atmosphere for its
suitability in the hydroxide catalyzed FOCR and performed the
tests in duplicate and random order to ensure statistical
relevance. For each reaction, KOH was used as a catalyst with a
5 wt % loading to convert potassium formate. The reaction
conditions were the same as above (gas flow of 25 mL/min,
corresponding to 3.5 reactor volume exchanges/min, at a
temperature of 400 °C for 8 min). The highest yield is
achieved in nitrogen with high values also achieved in
hydrogen, argon, and air (Figure 4C). Conversely, CO2
prevents conversion almost completely and only carbonate is
formed as shown in Figure S4. In carbon monoxide, the
conversion is still low at 13% but the selectivity toward oxalate
is higher at 83%. This is in line with the observations of Goŕski
et al. for carbon monoxide, yet they did observe oxalate
formation at lower levels using CO2.

56 Water, in gaseous form,
again has a negative influence on oxalate yields. We introduced
steam by enriching a stream of nitrogen with water vapor.
Figure S4C,D reports this decrease in conversion and a shift
toward the formation of carbonate compared to using a dry
nitrogen atmosphere. Air and hydrogen behave similarly to
inert gases, argon, and nitrogen. In contrast to the literature
reports, the oxygen in the air did not react with the
intermediate. Moisture in the air can lead to the poisoning
effects observed in literature rather than the presence of

oxygen. Although the cheapest option, dry air is not desirable
in this reaction due to the production of hydrogen, increasing
the explosion risks. The complicated separation of hydrogen
from gas mixtures for its valorization is another hindering
factor. Nitrogen atmospheres lead to the highest conversions at
84%, with high selectivity to oxalate of 89%. Formate
conversion in hydrogen atmosphere shows high conversion
as well as the highest selectivity toward oxalate and no
selectivity to carbonate. During the reaction, hydrogen is
produced, and if a hydrogen stream is used in the reaction,
downstream separation is not required for its valorization.
Overall, nitrogen and hydrogen are the most suitable
atmospheres and the gases should be dried before use. In
continuous commercial processes, a hydrogen atmosphere is
the most desirable, as the use of hydrogen allows for direct
utilization of the produced hydrogen without gas separation.
Also, no additional gas is needed as the hydrogen purge gas is
supplied as a product from the reaction itself. CO2 is the least
favorable atmosphere and together with carbon monoxide can
be added to the list of potent poisons for the reaction.

Purging and the Effect of Volume Exchange. To
evaluate the influence of purging and to identify the ideal
purging rate, a suitable test range is required. The purge gas
has two potential functions: either the removal of reaction
products to drive equilibrium reactions or the removal of
poisons. Water is a reaction product as well as a poison, and its
removal is crucial for the in situ generation of the active
hydride catalyst in the FOCR. In our experiments where we
analyzed the composition of the purge gas from the reactor, we
observed a strong increase in reaction activity after the water
content in the off-gas had dropped significantly.71 This is most
likely the main benefit of purging. We tested only nitrogen and
hydrogen as purge gases due to their suitability as atmospheres
in the reaction. We were unable to find conclusive information
on the effect of purging rates on the reaction in the literature.
Before designing our experiments for the RSM, we therefore
first aimed to establish whether the purging rate has any effect
and, if so, which range is most suitable. The selected purging
rate limits were mainly determined by the available reactor
configuration. We kept the remaining reaction conditions
constant at 400 °C, 30 min reaction time, and a catalyst
loading of 5 wt %.
Figure 5 shows that purging has a positive effect on the

oxalate yield which is pronounced specially for lower purging
rates. This improvement of oxalate yields coincides with the
increase in conversion and the slight decrease of carbonate
production with increasing purging. The improvement in
oxalate yield levels out in the chosen range, which indicates its
sufficiency to estimate the overall effect and importance of
purging in the formate coupling reaction. Purging the reaction
benefits the oxalate yield with increasing gas flow, but the
incremental improvements level off above exchange of the
reactor volume higher than once per minute.

Impact of Temperature, Time, Purge Flow, and
Catalyst Loading. In the second stage, we built response

Scheme 1. Hydroxide Catalyzed Formate Coupling via (i) In Situ Hydride Generation, (ii) Carbonite and Hydrogen
Formation via Proton Abstraction from Formate by Hydride, and (iii) Oxalate and Hydride Formation via Nucleophilic Attack
of Carbonite on Formate and Subsequent Hydride Elimination
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surface models for the most suitable systems established in the
first stage. We decided to test two systems that use potassium
formate as a reactant and potassium hydroxide as a catalyst,
avoid the presence of water, and use either nitrogen or
hydrogen as atmosphere. The response surface model is built
to assess the impact of temperature, reaction time, catalyst
loading, and purge flow speed in two separate response surface
models in nitrogen and hydrogen atmospheres. The response
surface methodology allows us to cover a large experimental
space while keeping the total number of experiments in an
acceptable and manageable range. Such modeling approaches
have the added benefit that they allow the detection of
interactions between parameters and they provide an
estimation of a global maximum for the desired responses.
We use a central composite design that allows the development
of quadratic models including linear, quadratic, and two-factor
interaction terms. We performed each experiment in duplicate
and performed the experiment for the central point of the
design six times. All experiments were performed in totally
random order without the use of reactor blocks or reactor
arrays. Temperatures (A) were varied from 300 to 500 °C; the
details for the other parameters of purging (B), catalyst loading
(C), and reaction time (D) are listed in Table 1 for the
nitrogen and hydrogen models. Due to equipment limitations,
we did not include the purge flow for the model in the
hydrogen atmosphere and kept the purge flow constant.

As responses, we consider the conversion of formate, oxalate
yield, carbonate yield, and the overall carbon balance. We use a
coded scale for our regression computations allowing us to
interpret and compare the influence of each model term
similarly as the reported coefficient estimates are obtained
using the same scale.72

For the analysis, we first fitted a model with the full
quadratic models including linear, two-factor interactions, and
quadratic terms. We did not transform the acquired data before

the model building. To exclude the presence of higher-order
factors and non-Gaussian data distribution, we compared
nontransformed model results with a square-root preprocessed
model. To improve the model and extract the true influential
model parameters, we reduced the model by performing a
backward exclusion using the p-value as the discriminating
criterion. Only model parameters with a confidence interval
higher than 99% or a p-value lower than 0.01 were considered
in the reduced model. For our models, we observe an
improved overall F-value and better agreement between the
calculated and adjusted R2 values while expectedly reducing the
apparent R2 value due to reduced overfitting by the exclusion
of nonsignificant parameters. For the detailed descriptions of
the response surface design and statistical relevance of the
models, please refer to the Supporting Information.
Our primary goal is to find ideal conditions for high oxalate

yields and the individual effects of each tested factor. The
obtained oxalate yields for each of the factors in the nitrogen
atmosphere are shown in Figure 6, and those for the hydrogen
atmosphere are shown in Figure 7. Due to the nature of the
central composite design, the values for the three remaining
parameters were not kept constant. We see in Figures 6A and
7A, that temperature has the clearest trend of all factors.
Oxalate yields first increase until a reaction temperature of 400
°C is reached, after which they decrease. At 400 °C similar
oxalate yields are obtained in hydrogen and nitrogen. The
average oxalate yield at 300 °C is higher when a hydrogen
atmosphere compared to a nitrogen atmosphere is used.
However, the yield at temperatures above 400 °C is lower in
the hydrogen atmosphere. For the reaction time and purging of
the oxalate, yield appears separated in two regimes of lower
and higher yields as seen in Figure 6B,D. This indicates the
presence of interactions between two factors. In nitrogen, the
average oxalate yields appear to be increasing with long
reaction times and higher purging rates. In hydrogen, however,
the oxalate yield slightly decreases at times longer than 30 min.
In both models, the oxalate yields are equally spread
throughout the design space for catalyst loading and no effect
on the yield is visible from the raw data. The potential
presence of interacting factors and nonlinear behavior of
oxalate yield justifies the use of a quadratic model to identify
the interaction and deconvolute the linear, two-factor-
interaction, and quadratic terms. After the deconvolution, the
magnitude of the influence of each term can be estimated.
Similar trends and analysis for the remaining responses of
conversion, carbonate yield, and carbon balance were shown
and are explained in detail in the Supporting Information.
Our approach to creating statistically significant models first

considers all linear terms, two-factor-interaction terms, and
quadratic terms and then eliminate the nonsignificant terms
using a strict confidence interval of 99% as a cutoff. For none
of the models was catalyst loading found to have any significant
influence. In a nitrogen atmosphere, the oxalate yield is
significantly influenced by linear terms of temperature, purging,
and reaction times. Interactions between temperature and
purging as well as the quadratic term of temperature are also
significant. The improved reduced model features an R2 value
of 0.907, meaning that 90.7% of the results can be explained by
the significant model terms. It is therefore unlikely that another
crucial factor was missed out or not controlled. The close
resemblance between the adjusted R2 (0.895) and predicted R2

(0.880) indicates a high prediction quality of the model.

Figure 5. Influence of purging on oxalate yield in formate coupling
reaction in a nitrogen atmosphere with 5 wt % potassium hydroxide as
a catalyst.

Table 1. Numerical Continuous Factors Used in the RSM
with Nitrogen as the Atmosphere

factor units min max

temperature (A) °C 250 550
purging (B)a volume exchange mL/min 0.15 3.5
catalyst loading (C) wt % 2.0 10.0
reaction time (D) min 1.00 60.00

aOnly used as a variable in the nitrogen response surface model.
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Figure 6. Raw data obtained for oxalate yield in nitrogen atmosphere relative to all four factors: temperature (A), reaction time (B), catalyst loading
(C), and purging (D).

Figure 7. Raw data obtained for oxalate yield in hydrogen atmosphere for all three factors: temperature (A), reaction time (B), and catalyst loading
(C).
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The coefficient estimates listed in Table 2 indicate how
much each of the terms affects the oxalate yield. The
accumulated effect of terms for each factor is graphically
illustrated in Figure 8. Of all significant factors, the linear term

of temperature has the biggest effect on oxalate yield, but the
overall effect of temperature is dampened by its quadratic term
and interaction with purging and reaction time. Longer
reaction times and higher purging rates benefit the conversion,
too. All two-factor interactions and quadratic terms act as
dampening terms toward higher values. From a chemical point
of view, the increase of oxalate yields with the increase of the
factor values makes sense as higher temperatures, longer
reaction times, and better removal of side products by purging
drive the reaction. Yet, above a certain temperature and with
prolonged reaction times the formed oxalate decomposes,
which explains the decreasing oxalate yields for high temper-
atures and reaction times as can be seen from Figure 9B. Our
models describing carbonate yields and carbon balances both

show increasing carbonate formation (Figure S29) and carbon
losses (Figure S33) primarily with increasing temperatures and
therefore confirm the strong temperature dependence. The
effect of purging increases linearly and positively contributes to
oxalate yields. Catalyst loading had no influence on the oxalate
yield, conversion, or carbonate formation in the range we
tested. This range was based on literature values, and the
results indicate that even lower catalyst loadings can be used.
In our small-scale reaction setup, we tested lower catalyst
loadings; however, they lead to results with error margins too
high for response surface modeling. In a commercial process,
however, lower loadings should be possible. Yet, if oxalate is
acidified in an electrochemical multicompartment acidification
cell, then the hydroxide can be fully recovered.30,73−78

Therefore, an optimization toward very low catalyst loadings
would be of lower importance. The lack of benefit of high
loadings of hydroxide, the precursor for the in situ generated
hydride catalyst, is due to the fact that formate coupling is
orders of magnitude faster than the hydride generation.
Overall, the temperature is the main driver for the reactions

toward oxalate or carbonate. Oxalate is formed in the whole
temperature range, yet above 430 °C a competing reaction
toward carbonate or subsequent decomposition of oxalate
occurs. Goŕski reported an increased carbonate formation with
higher hydroxide loadings.56 Our findings contradict theirs and
indicate that high reaction temperatures and long residence
times are causing oxalate decomposition independent of
hydroxide loadings. The decrease in oxalate yield with
increasing reaction time at high temperatures above 430 °C
(Figure 9A) indicates the presence of a subsequent
decomposition reaction. Unfortunately, the model does not
present us with a local or global maximum for the oxalate yield
as Figure 9 shows. A combination of a lower reaction

Table 2. Estimated model moefficients for significant factors describing the model for obtained oxalate zields in a nitrogen
atmospherea

factor coeff est df std error 95% CI, low 95% CI, high VIF

intercept 0.7952 1 0.0152 0.7647 0.8257
A, temperature 0.1449 1 0.0108 0.1231 0.1666 1.0000
B, purging 0.0492 1 0.0108 0.0274 0.0709 1.0000
D, reaction time 0.0712 1 0.0108 0.0494 0.0929 1.0000
AB −0.0475 1 0.0122 −0.0721 −0.0229 1.0000
AD −0.1002 1 0.0122 −0.1248 −0.0756 1.0000
A2 −0.1697 1 0.0153 −0.2004 −0.1390 1.0000

aThe intercept is the overall average of all runs, and coefficients are adjusted around that average based on the settings chosen for each factor. The
coefficient estimate explains the change in response per unit change in the factor value at constant values for the remaining factors. The variance
inflation factor (VIF) is a measure of factor orthogonality where VIF = 1 stands for fully orthogonal factors.

Figure 8. Influence of each factor on oxalate yield of formate at
medium values for the remaining factors in the reduced quadratic
model. The green bands show the limits of the 95% confidence
interval. (A) Temperature shows the highest influence and follows a
quadratic term. Higher temperatures favor the oxalate yield until the
inflection point at 430 °C. (B) Increasing gas flow linearly increases
the oxalate yield. (C) Catalyst loading is no longer considered a
contributing factor and is thus a straight line. (D) Oxalate yield
linearly increases with longer reaction times.

Figure 9. Contour plots for oxalate yields depending on (A)
temperature and gas flow and (B) temperature and reaction time with
reduced quadratic design.
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temperature with a longer reaction time promises improve-
ments in the achievable oxalate yield in nitrogen atmospheres.
Conversely, in the hydrogen model, we do obtain a local

maximum for oxalate yields (Figure 10). Even higher oxalate

yields are achieved with temperatures and reaction times
compared to the reaction in the nitrogen atmosphere. Our
underlying model for oxalate yield in a hydrogen atmosphere is
significantly influenced by linear terms of temperature and
reaction time, interactions of the latter two, and their quadratic
terms. This improved reduced model features an R2 value of
0.908, meaning that 90.8% of the results can be explained by
the significant model terms. The close resemblance between
the adjusted R2 (0.8915) and predicted R2 (0.8509) indicates a
high prediction quality of the model.
The coefficient values for oxalate yields in the hydrogen

atmosphere (Table 3) show that the quadratic and linear terms

of temperature have the biggest effect on oxalate yield. Other
than in nitrogen a strong interaction between temperature and
reaction time is apparent, and higher temperatures appear to
have a stronger negative effect on oxalate yields compared to
nitrogen. This can be seen by the magnitude of the coefficient
for the quadratic term and in the influence of the factors in
Figure 10. The reaction time has a lower effect on the oxalate
yield, but a maximum is present within the design space as
visible in Figure S10B. Catalyst loading does not affect the
oxalate yield. From a chemical point of view, the presence of a
maximum oxalate yield makes sense. In the regime leading up
to the maximum, the conversion of formate to oxalate is
reigning. After the maximum, higher temperatures and longer
reaction times lead to the decomposition of the formed oxalate
to carbonate. In Figure 11, compared to using a nitrogen

atmosphere, high oxalate yields can be achieved at lower
reaction temperatures and shorter reaction times. As in a
nitrogen atmosphere, the catalyst loading did not influence the
oxalate yield, conversion, or carbonate formation in the range
we tested. Therefore, even lower catalyst loadings could be
realized in practice. Although we tested lower loadings, the
results were not consistent enough for RSM. Higher hydroxide
loadings did not provide a benefit as the in situ hydride
generation is the limiting step for the reaction. The highest
oxalate yield was achieved at 355 °C and 45 min reaction time.
Furthermore, the term coefficients can be used to find optimal
conditions with attribution of importance toward each factor in
individual reactor designs.
Overall, in our response surface models temperature,

reaction time, and purging have a significant influence on
oxalate yields. Catalyst loading does not influence the ranges
we chose, which are based on a broad literature search. This
indicates that an even lower catalyst loading could be used in
the future without any significant drawbacks on reaction
performance. This however requires the absence of water,
which is challenging due to the hygroscopicity of both
hydroxide and formate but also the formation of water in the
in situ hydride generation from hydroxide and hydrogen. The
positive effect of water removal by active purging confirms this
further. Purging is beneficial for the formation of oxalate but
does not prevent the formation of carbonate and, therefore,
mainly drives conversion without affecting selectivity. While
temperature is the dominating factor in nitrogen atmospheres,

Figure 10. Influence of each factor on oxalate yield at median values
for the remaining factors in the reduced quadratic model. The green
bands show the limits of the 95% confidence interval. (A)
Temperature shows the highest influence and follows a quadratic
term with a maximum at 375 °C. (B) Reaction time follows a
quadratic term with a maximum at 31 min. (C) Catalyst loading is no
longer considered a contributing factor and is thus a straight line.

Table 3. Estimated model Coefficients for Significant
Factors Describing the Model for Obtained Oxalate Yields
in a Hydrogen Atmospherea

factor coeff est std error
95% CI,
low

95% CI,
high VIF

intercept 0.8300 0.0333 0.7618 0.8982
A, temperature −0.1477 0.0211 −0.1910 −0.1044 1.0000
B, reaction
time

0.0611 0.0211 0.0178 0.1044 1.0000

AB −0.1887 0.0264 −0.2428 −0.1346 1.0000
A2 −0.3210 0.0252 −0.3727 −0.2694 1.02
B2 −0.1046 0.0252 −0.1563 −0.0529 1.02

aThe intercept is the overall average of all runs, and coefficients are
adjustments around that average based on the settings chosen for each
factor. The coefficient estimate explains the change in response per
unit change in the factor value at constant values for the remaining
factors. The variance inflation factor (VIF) is a measure of factor
orthogonality where VIF = 1 stands for fully orthogonal factors.

Figure 11. Contour plot for oxalate yields development due to
interaction of temperature and reaction time in a hydrogen
atmosphere with reduced quadratic design.
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reaction time and temperature have more equal effects on
oxalate yields in hydrogen. The reaction time influences all
four responses and therefore requires control to reach the
optimum oxalate formation without leaving the product
exposed to high temperatures and risking its decomposition.
The comparatively low effect of reaction time on carbonate
formation and carbon balance compared to oxalate yield
indicates that the relative speeds of decomposition reactions
are slower. We propose a linear reaction cascade starting with
the formation of oxalate from formate. The oxalate then slowly
decomposes to carbonate at high temperatures. At very high
temperatures and long reaction times, the carbon is lost from
the obtained solids as either nonsoluble elemental carbon or
gaseous carbon. There is no more indication of formate
decomposition to carbonate at temperatures below 350 °C as
suggested previously. We observed very low carbonate yields at
low temperatures and no involvement of hydroxide in
carbonate formation as the carbonate yield is independent of
increasing catalyst loadings.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we systematically evaluate the importance,
impact, and interactions of all reported parameters for the
FOCR for the first time in its 175 year long history. We
showed that hydroxide was the most active catalyst leading to
an oxalate yield of up to 93%. The addition of water, silica, and
carbon has a poisonous effect on the reaction and reduced the
oxalate yield to 22, 15, and 29%, respectively. In CO2 no
oxalate was formed, and in CO atmosphere, the reaction was
largely suppressed leading to a 35% oxalate yield. Conversely,
nitrogen, argon, and hydrogen are the most suitable
atmospheres, allowing oxalate yields of up to 93%, and purging
of the reaction increased the oxalate yield up to 35%.
In a nitrogen atmosphere, the temperature has the highest

influence followed by reaction time and purging. In the
hydrogen atmosphere reaction time and temperature both
have large equal influences. Catalyst loading showed no
influence on conversion or selectivity in either atmosphere.
Therefore, even lower catalyst loadings below the previously
proposed 2 wt % KOH could be used in the future. We did not
find any indication for the decomposition of formate to
carbonate as suggested for temperatures below 380 °C or any
involvement of hydroxide in carbonate formation. We
conclude that the overall behavior indicates a predominantly
linear reaction cascade starting with the formate to oxalate
reaction. This is followed by oxalate decomposition to
carbonate and then the loss of carbon from the obtained
solids as either nonsoluble elemental or gaseous carbon. These
results help to identify optimal reaction conditions for new
FOCR reactors, contribute to the ongoing mechanistic
discussions, and develop new reactor concepts.
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